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ABSTRACT 

This manuscript provides a context for a recital given on February 19, 2017 containing 

three significant works for solo trombone written by contemporary Dutch composers: Jan 

Koetsier, Johan de Meij, and Jacob Ter Veldhuis. The program of the performance is included as 

Appendix I. The manuscript focuses on the technical challenges of performing each work as well 

as the pedagogical value of the pieces. In determining pedagogical value, comparisons are made 

between excerpts of the recital repertoire and well-known etudes and exercises that test similar 

areas of trombone performance technique. Additionally, biographies of the composers and 

trombonist Jörgen van Rijen are included in Appendix II. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The selection of solo repertoire is a challenge for trombonists of any age or skill level. 

This is due in no small part to the fact that the trombone has not been viewed as a virtuosic solo 

instrument until relatively recently. In fact, the majority of solo repertoire for the trombone was 

composed during the twentieth century. One approach to repertoire selection that is often taken 

by trombonists and performers on other instruments is to choose works from composers based on 

nationality. When taking this approach to trombone repertoire, it is difficult to ignore the many 

contributions of the twentieth century French composers, trombone instructors, and students 

affiliated with the Paris Conservatory. The volume of French works written during the early 

twentieth century set numerous compositional precedents for the instrument and shaped solo 

writing for the trombone, and continues to influence contemporary composers of all nationalities. 

While French contributions to the repertoire are significant, composers from many nations have 

added to the repertoire since the early twentieth century, and new national styles of writing for 

the instrument have emerged.  

When deciding which pieces to program for this recital, I found myself drawn to my own 

heritage. Though born in the United States, both sides of my family contain Dutch immigrants: 

my mother’s parents emigrated from the Netherlands shortly after World War II, and my father’s 

great-great grandfather immigrated during and fought in the American Civil War. This familial 

connection to the Netherlands inspired me to seek out Dutch composers for the trombone, and 
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to my surprise, I found several major contemporary contributions to the trombone solo 

repertoire: Jan Koetsier’s Concertino für Posaune und Streichorchester, op.91, Johan de Meij’s 

T-bone Concerto, and Jacob Ter Veldhuis’ I Was Like Wow! These compositions by Koetsier, de 

Meij, and Ter Veldhuis help create a picture of a contemporary Dutch national style of trombone 

writing.  
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DESCRIPTIONS OF PIECES PERFORMED 

 

CONCERTINO FÜR POSAUNE UND STREICHORCHESTER, OP.91 

Koetsier’s Concertino was originally written for trombone and string orchestra, although 

I performed it only with piano accompaniment on my recital. Written in 1982, the piece was 

dedicated to trombonist Armin Rosin who gave the premier performance of the work in Munich 

in 1984. Rosin would also go on to record the work on his 1994 album Posaunenkonzerte.1 The 

piece is divided into three movements: I. Allegro Moderato, II. Elegia (In Memoriam Duke 

Ellington), and III. Rondo. 

 The first and second movements of the piece are essentially constructed following an A-

B-A form, whereas the third movement is a rondo whose form is interrupted by a cadenza and 

closed with quotations from the first movement. The entire composition relies heavily on 

glissandi, particularly in the first and third movements. The second movement, “Elegia (In 

Memoriam Duke Ellington),” directly quotes melodic material from Duke Ellington’s famous 

composition “Mood Indigo,” and is also structured similarly to Ellington’s piece. Figures 1.1 and 

1.2 provide a side-by-side comparison of the two melodies, with Figure 1.1 showing Duke 

Ellington’s c-minor melody and Figure 1.2 demonstrating Koetsier’s d-minor adaptation of the 

same melody for the trombone: 

																																																								
1. Stephanie Mauder, “Biography, Jan Koetsier,” Jan Koetsier Foundation, University of 

Munich, Accessed September 2, 2016, http://www.jan-koetsier.de/bio_lang.php.  
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Figure 1.1, The melody “Mood Indigo” 

 

 

Figure 1.2, The melody from Koetsier’s “Elegia (In Memoriam Duke Ellington),” measures 5-8 

 

 

Unlike the famous piece, the middle section of the movement contains a somber, dissonant 

accompaniment and treats the secondary melody of “Mood Indigo” as a sort of funeral march. 

Additionally, the expressive markings at the beginning of the movement are “Andante 

strascicato” which roughly translates to a “slow shuffle,” a style frequently seen in Duke 

Ellington’s ballads, though not commonly seen in classical works.  

Another dimension of Koetsier’s tribute to Ellington can be seen in the use of mutes. The 

composer provides somewhat unique mute instructions that call for a sordine acuto, which could 

be interpreted as either a “penetrating,” “high,” “sharp,” or “shrill” mute. These instructions are 

not frequently seen, and can also, puzzlingly, be found in the third movement, which is less 

directly influenced by jazz idioms. The recording done by Armin Rosin uses a standard metal 

straight mute during this section, as well as for the section in the third movement. Because the 

recording was made shortly after the premier of the piece, it is entirely possible that this is 

simply an atypical designation for a straight mute. The cause for doubt, however, comes from the 
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heavy influence of the music of Ellington and American jazz on the second movement. Because 

American jazz music frequently utilizes more unique approaches to muting brass instruments, it 

also seems reasonable that this particular mute instruction can be subject to interpretation. While 

a normal straight mute is capable of producing “sharp” or “shrill” sounds, there are multiple 

potential mutes that could reflect the “penetrating,” “shrill,” or “high” sound requested. Another 

possibility could be a Harmon mute with the stem extended fully, as postulated by Stewart 

Dempster for a piece by another Dutch composer, Ton de Leeuw, a contemporary of Koetsier.2 

Ultimately a standard metal straight mute is the most frequently chosen to resolve this conflict. 

Another peculiar mute instruction in the second movement can be found at the final 

iteration of the melody in measure 73. Here, the performer is instructed to via cup mute, 

cambiare in sordino molle, which essentially translates to “remove cup mute, change to soft 

mute.” While there is no designated “soft” mute, the most likely candidate for use in this 

particular instance is a bucket mute. In modern playing, the effect of a bucket mute is often 

created by draping a lightweight cloth mute over half of the bell.3 For the recital performance, 

the cloth mute was used.  

 

Technical Challenges: The most immediately recognizable technical challenge presented by the 

piece is the effective use of glissandi. Because of the nature of the harmonic series as applied to 

the trombone, multiple glissandi require the use of alternate positions. Alternate positions can 

often be troubling to trombonists due to the changes in pitch adjustment necessary to maintain 

																																																								
2. Stewart Dempster, “Mutes,” The Modern Trombone, A Definition of Its Idioms 

(University of California Press, Berkeley, 1979), 61. 
3. Dempster, Modern Trombone, 62.	
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proper intonation. For example, in the first movement the composer includes a glissando from 

B♭4 down to E4, as seen in Figure 1.3: 

 

Figure 1.3 Koetsier’s use of glissandi requiring alternate positions 

 

 

While E4 is harmonically in tune, this glissando requires the use of the seventh slide position, 

which for many trombonists is difficult to tune and physically difficult to reach. Additionally, 

because E4 is normally played in an adjusted second position, the stability and comfort of the 

note is often less than desired. Glissandi from the same pitches are also used heavily in the third 

movement, and a similarly difficult glissando can be found in the second movement between 

D♭4 and A3: 

 

Figure 1.4 Koetsier’s second movement, measures 65-67 

 

 

Here, the use of the sixth slide position for A3 produces issues of intonation and stability. 

Additionally, the diminuendo to pianissimo and the use of a cup mute can also create other pitch 

irregularities. 
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 In addition to effective use of mutes and glissandi, the piece also requires a fast and clean 

staccato single tongue articulation, as well as comfortable use of rapid double and triple tongue 

articulations. Another challenge presented in the third movement is metric notation. While the 

notation of the piece implies shifting between three measures of triple meter and one of duple 

meter, the underlying subdivision is that of a measure of 6/4 with a measure of 5/4. At the 

Allegro tempo, the rapid arpeggios and off-kilter metric shifts require a steady subdivision in 

order to maintain coherence with the accompaniment. Figure 1.5 contains the trombone’s first 

few measures of the third movement.   

 

Figure 1.5 The trombone’s entrance in the third movement, measures 9-21 

 

 

Additionally, while the range of the piece is not excessively demanding, it does require the 

trombonist to be comfortable between F2 in the first movement and an optional C5 in the final 

measures of the third.  

 

Pedagogical Value: Because of the trombone’s unique ability among brass instruments to create 

pure glissandi, the greatest pedagogical value that the first movement of Koetsier’s Concertino 

provides is multiple opportunities to develop smooth, even glissandi in several different partials. 
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Glissandi are frequently viewed as pathways to developing effective slide technique by 

pedagogues such as Ed Kleinhammer and Stuart Dempster. Koetsier’s use of glissandi in his 

Concertino fulfills Kleinhammer’s requirements for correct, idiomatic glissandi: 

A true glissando is possible only when all the notes can be played in a single mode of 
resonance or with a single motion of the slide. A true glissando of more than the seven 
tones (representing the seven positions) of the slide is not possible, but less than seven 
notes are possible, providing they are all in the same mode of resonance and can be done 
in one slide motion.4 
 

Here, Kleinhammer uses the term “mode of resonance” to refer to notes that occur on the same 

harmonic series. 

 Concertino’s use of glissandi would also meet the qualifications for Stuart Demptser’s 

slightly more modern concept of a “normal” glissando: 

The “normal” is the [glissando] most readers will recognize, since it is the one used in 
Stravinsky’s Pulcinella, Fillmore’s Lassus Trombone, and in many other works. Other 
examples of the “normal” glissando are found in both jazz and the symphonic field…In 
using this glissando, one usually considers the positions of the trombone and also whether 
or not the passage will “lay” properly on the instrument; the idea is to have the trombone 
gliss stay within the limited augmented fourth range and not change partials.5 
 

Kleinhammer’s book was first published in 1963, Dempster’s work was published in 1979, and 

the Concertino was written in 1982, so it is probably no coincidence that Koetsier’s composition 

follows the concepts of glissandi shared by the two pedagogues.  

The frequent change of mutes in the second movement provides opportunities to work on 

mute transitions, an important aspect of performance also mentioned in Kleinhammer’s and 

Dempster’s books. The third movement of the piece contains passages that require confident 

multiple tonguing skills, and contains the added challenge of providing clarity of pitch and 

articulation while multiple tonguing into a mute at a forte dynamic, as seen in Figure 1.6. 

																																																								
4. Edward Kleinhammer, The Art of Trombone Playing. Miami (FL: Summy Bichard 

Ind., 1963), 59. 
5. Dempster, “Glissandi,” The Modern Trombone, 18. 
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Figure 1.6 The muted section of Koetsier’s third movement, measures 175-184 

 

 

While the version of this piece that I performed on the accompanying recital is for trombone and 

piano, the piece is even more challenging when played with 5-part string orchestra, and doing so 

heightens concerns over blend and volume when playing into different mutes. The piece is 

scored for 13 violins, 6 violas, 5 cellos, and 4 basses. 

 The overall pedagogical value of this piece comes from the aforementioned issues: the 

performer must have a firm command of the instrument, must develop characteristic glissandi, 

and successfully blend with either the piano or the string orchestra accompaniment. Additionally, 

the second movement’s heavy reliance on the melody from a well-known jazz standard is 

valuable as an exercise in the integration of jazz idioms within classical styles, a trope found 

frequently in Koetsier’s works.  

 

 
T-BONE CONCERTO 

 
T-bone Concerto was de Meij’s first composition for soloist and wind band. Completed 

in 1996, the work was commissioned by the Kentucky Music Educator’s Association and 

trombonist Jeffrey Thomas premiered the first movement of the piece in February of that year. 

Jacques Mauger gave the world premiere of the complete piece at the Concertgebouw in March 
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of 1996. The piece is divided into three movements: “Rare,” “Medium,” and “Well-Done.” The 

title of the piece, as well as the titles of the movements, is a play on words, using “T-bone” as a 

double meaning for both the trombone and the popular cut of steak. The movement titles all 

reflect the varying degrees of the T-bone being cooked, with the first movement reflecting the 

shortest cooking time, and progressing until both the steak and the performer are “Well Done.”  

 

De Meij describes the orchestration and structure of the piece as follows: 

In addition to the solo trombone, an important role has been allotted to a kind of chamber 
music ensemble within the band. This group introduces now and then new thematic 
material and accompanies the soloist, thus creating a nice transparent accompaniment. 
The ensemble consists of a double wind quintet (2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 French 
horns and 2 bassoons) plus an English horn and a double bass. Parts I and II are written in 
the A-B-A form and allow the soloist to display both the technical and the lyrical 
characteristics of the instrument. Part III at first develops into a kind of neo-baroque style 
using the thematic material of the first and second movement, and finally leads to a 
triumphant finale and a virtuoso conclusion.6 

 
The “Neo-Baroque” style that de Meij is referring to is a reference to the presence of the 

harpsichord in the third movement, rather than a reference to any particular formal approach.  

 

Technical Challenges: The piece presents multiple technical challenges. In the first movement, 

the primary difficulty comes from the repetitive, fast-paced articulations needed in the opening 

material. It is not only required of the trombonist to have an agile single-tongue, but also a 

comfortable command of triple tonguing technique. The brisk tempos of the first and third 

movements also require tremendous accuracy. The piece covers a wide register, extending as 

high as C5 multiple times and as low as pedal A in the first two movements. In the third 

																																																								
6. Johan de Meij, “T-Bone Concerto” The Music of Johan de Meij, Accessed August 28, 

2016, http://www.johandemeij.com/cd_profile_main.php?id=46&cat=9.  
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movement, the high range is pushed even further, extending first to a high D5 in measure 189, 

then to an F5 in measure 197, before finally ending on a sustained F5 to end the piece.  

Additionally, the player is given opportunities to utilize small ornaments throughout the 

piece. In the first movement, an optional trill occurs on a sustained D4 in measure 110, double 

appoggiaturas7 in measures 169, 179, and 182. The second movement also contains a double 

appoggiatura in measure 79 and again in measure 166. The third movement contains a double 

appoggiatura in measure 156, as well as a trill on an A4 in measure 186. There is also a very 

brief amount of mute work involved in the piece, a particular challenge when performed with full 

ensemble accompaniment. Though the mute required is only a straight mute which is generally 

the loudest and most commonly used mute, the addition of a mute can obscure clarity of pitch 

and articulation of notes, especially when used with a full ensemble accompaniment.  

 

Pedagogical Value: In the first movement, de Meij’s origins as a trombone student become 

apparent with a strong thematic similarity to several of Jean Baptiste Arban’s “Studies on Dotted 

Eighth and Sixteenth Notes” from his Complete Method for Trombone and Euphonium. Figure 

1.7 is the opening figure in the solo part of the concerto, and figures 1.8 and 1.9 are exercises 

from Arban’s Method.8  

 
Figure 1.7 The entrance of the solo trombone in the first movement of T-bone Concerto 

 

																																																								
7. Here, the term “double appoggiatura” is used to refer to an added figuration of two 

notes to the melody, as per Jean Baptiste Arban’s definition of the term in his Complete Method 
for Trombone and Euphonium. 

8. Joseph Alessi and Brian Bowman, Arban’s Complete Method for Trombone and 
Euphonium (Maple City: Encore Music Publishers, 2000), 35-36. 
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Figure 1.8 Exercise number 19 on articulation and style from Arban’s Complete Method. 

 
 
 
Figure 1.9 Exercise number 20 on articulation and style from Arban’s Complete Method 

 
 
 

Though the composer does not cite these specific exercises as sources of inspiration, the 

rhythmic similarity between a solo work for an instrument and a well-known exercise from a 

well-known pedagogical book for the same instrument suggests more than a coincidental 

relationship.  

The second movement demonstrates a connection between de Meij’s work and the 

idiomatic lyrical approach found in Joannes Rochut’s adaptations of etudes by Marco Borgdoni. 

Figure 1.10 represents the opening theme of the second movement of T-bone Concerto, while 

Figure 1.11 is one of Rochut’s transcriptions of a Borgdoni vocalise.9 

 

Figure 1.10 The opening melody of the second movement of T-bone Concerto, measures 11-18 

 

 

 

																																																								
9. Joannes Rochut, Melodious Etudes for Trombone: Selected from the Vocalises of 

Marco Borgdoni (Carl Fischer, Inc. 1928), 17.  
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Figure 1.11 The opening melody of Rochut’s exercise number 15 

 

 

In both examples the pedagogical challenge comes from the integration of natural slurring with 

the tongue. While valved brass instruments rarely require articulation to achieve clean slurs in 

lyrical passages, the trombonist must coordinate the tongue and slide for pitches along the same 

harmonic series while integrating available natural slurs to maintain a lyrical quality. This can be 

seen in the third measure of Figure 1.10 where the tongue is needed for the motion from F and 

E♭, but not for the E♭ to the D, and in Figure 1.11 in the first two measures, where the tongue is 

needed for the motion from G to B♭, but not for the B♭ to E♭. Additionally, the two examples 

share their 4-measure phrasing and similar tessitura.   

In his description of the piece, de Meij mentions the connection between the thematic 

material of the first movement and second movements and that of the final movement. The 

opening solo motive in the final movement also resembles the articulation exercises found in 

Arban’s method book, though is perhaps more evocative of another exercise from the same 

section. Figure 1.12 contains the material from de Meij’s piece, while figure 1.13 is an excerpt 

from Arban’s exercise number 22:10 

 

 

 

																																																								
10. Alessi, Arban’s Complete Method, 26. 
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Figure 1.12 The opening figure of the third movement of T-bone Concerto, measures 35-39 

 

 

Figure 1.13 Exercise number 22 on style and articulation in Arban’s Method 

 

 

Much as in the first movement, the material is not identical but tests an identical skill set, 

specifically the speed and accuracy of the tongue across the harmonic series in arpeggiated 

patterns.  

In addition to the pedagogically sound lyrical and technical patterns, the piece is 

tremendously demanding, making it an excellent piece for practice and study. The high tessitura 

of the piece as a whole, and particularly in the third movement, requires exceptional comfort in 

the upper register of the instrument. The difficulty of the range is compounded further due to the 

piece’s duration of roughly twenty-four and a half minutes, and the demanding final measures, 

shown in Figure 1.14: 
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Figure 1.14 The final 10 measures of the third movement of T-bone Concerto 

 

 

In addition to simply accessing the upper register of the instrument, the other issue presented by 

this passage is the fortissimo volume. In the extreme upper register of the instrument, loud 

dynamics are difficult to maintain while keeping the pitch stable. While the version of this piece 

performed on the accompanying recital is with piano accompaniment, the problem of dynamics 

is made even more challenging when performing with a full wind band, as performances with 

large ensembles often require a significant increase in the volume needed to be heard in 

performance.  

 The primary pedagogical value of the piece comes from the sustained application of the 

aforementioned skills, as the piece only contains sparse periods of rest while playing. 

Additionally, the performer must exhibit a degree of fluidity in their ability to transition between 

technical agility and sustained lyrical passages. This limited amount of rest and the need for 

stylistic fluidity pushes even the more advanced players to the limits of their endurance.  
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I WAS LIKE WOW 

I Was Like Wow was commissioned by the Internationale Kamermuziekfestival 

Schiermonnikoog in 2006 and dedicated to Jörgen van Rijen. The piece is written for trombone 

and electronic audio, though performances are also done with a video component added in 2014 

that was made by Jan Willem Looze. The electronic audio is based on sound bytes taken from 

interviews with two U.S. soldiers who fought and were severely injured in the Iraq War, and are 

part of a VPRO documentary called “Purple Hearts” by Dutch documentarian Roel van 

Broekhoven.11 Jacob Ter Veldhuis describes the work in this way:  

As in all my so called ‘boombox works’… speech is the ready made source of 
inspiration: the melody of spoken word is written down in musical notation. Both the 
score and the soundtrack use speech as a leitmotif. The trombone plays the same musical 
lines along with the soundtrack in a kind of monologue.12 
 

Ter Veldhuis’ notion of the spoken word as a leitmotif may be a generous use of the term. Rather 

than serving as leitmotif, the composer uses fragments of different soldier’s testimony to evoke 

contrasting moods. The piece begins with the monologue of Tyson Johnson, while underneath 

the trombone explores a more aggressive and virtuosic style before the monologue of the other 

American soldier, Sam Ross. After Ross begins speaking, the style of the accompanying 

trombone line becomes significantly more lyrical. This contrast is due partially to the content of 

their speech. Tyson Johnson’s monologue contains descriptions of objects and of a summary of 

his experience of the war itself. Sam Ross’ descriptions are an account of his many injuries and 

how it felt to be caught in the middle of an explosion. Ter Veldhuis captures this in the trombone 

part by making the accompaniment during Johnson’s monologue short, staccato, accented, and 

																																																								
11. Roel van Broekhoven, Purple Hearts, (Vrijzinnig Protestantse Radio Omroep, 

Backlight 2004), Accessed September 2, 2016, 
http://www.vpro.nl/programmas/tegenlicht/kijk/afleveringen/2004-2005/purple-hearts.html.  

12. Jacob Ter Veldhuis, Liner notes, I Was Like Wow (Boombox Holland. 2006). 
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rhythmically complex. When Ross’ monologue takes over, Ter Veldhuis writes more sustained 

passages and also includes expressive instructions such as “dolcissimo,” “molto espressivo,” and 

“funeral style.” Essentially the piece follows a three-part form using these expressive guidelines, 

beginning with the technical, transitioning to the lyrical, and then ending with a “wild and 

crazy”13 technical section.  

 

Technical Challenges: The largest and most immediate technical problem found in performing I 

Was Like Wow is the coordination of the recorded track with the performer. Ter Veldhuis assists 

the performer by providing electronic percussion and small melodic and rhythmic fragments to 

keep the pulse clear for much of the piece, however, the only cues provided in the notation are 

verbal cues. While Ter Veldhuis provides rhythmic notation for significant phrases in the 

soldiers’ monologues, the raw audio from the interviews is not always easy to notate perfectly 

and there are minor inconsistencies that at times make it difficult for the performer to subdivide 

the beat and to predict entrances correctly. This is a normal problem to encounter when working 

with vocal recordings and score notation, and the coordination of the live performer with the 

recorded track is so notoriously difficult that most of Jacob TV’s works also come with practice 

recommendations by the American saxophonist Connie Frigo, a performer who has premiered 

and recorded several of Jacob TV’s works for that instrument. Within these practice 

recommendations she also includes suggestions for sound support and other commentary on 

ideal performance venues and equipment.14 

																																																								
13. The composer uses this expressive phrase in measure 128 of the piece. 
14. Ter Veldhuis, Liner Notes, I Was Like Wow.  
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 Jacob TV also utilizes a large number of extended trombone techniques in this piece. The 

very first entrance of the trombone in I Was Like Wow requires the use of a flutter tongue while 

performing multiphonics in a low tessitura. 

 

Figure 1.15 The opening multiphonics in I Was Like Wow, measures 2-8 

 

 

The crescendos and diminuendos add another layer of difficulty. This is not the only section that 

makes use of multiphonics, and the composer again makes the matter even more difficult later in 

the piece by requiring multiphonics be played into a Harmon mute. Ter Veldhuis also makes 

frequent use of glissandi throughout the piece, requiring alternate positions to be used 

occasionally. In addition to traditional glissandi, the composer frequently asks the performer to 

play notes “quasi glissando,” meaning that the performer is to create the impression of poor slide 

technique between the notes. 

 The piece also contains a difficult mute instruction. In measure 70, after playing a high 

C5, the performer is given one beat to insert a Harmon mute. This mute remains in the 

instrument until measure 75, and the performer is only given two beats to remove it from the 

instrument before the next entrance in measure 76. The difficulty of exchanging this mute 

quickly and cleanly leads some performers to forego using it entirely.  

 Ter Veldhuis also includes a variety of instructions regarding vibrato. In the first printed 

vibrato instruction in measure 35 of the piece, he asks the performer to use “quasi non vibrato,” 

before encouraging a more vigorous approach with a “molto espr./vibrato” instruction in 
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measure 42. In measure 54, the composer requests that the performer go “from vibrato to non 

vibrato” until measure 57. Perhaps the most unique vibrato instruction, in measure 87, Ter 

Veldhuis requests a “drunken vibrato and quasi gliss.” It is likely that this type of vibrato would 

require a wider and more aggressive oscillation of pitch than the previous types in order to 

convey a sense of vibrato that is out of control. The final vibrato instruction occurs 

simultaneously with a slow glissando from G3 to F3, and serves as an instruction to continue 

applying basic vibrato while performing the glissando itself. This technique is not uncommon, 

but vibrato is often greatly diminished or completely abandoned when performing a glissando, 

and the composer’s previous commentary of “molto espressivo” in the measure prior to the 

glissando suggests that the composer wants to ensure the continuation of vibrato through the 

extended technique. It is also left to the discretion of the performer to decide which type of 

vibrato gets employed at which expressive marking. Instructions such as “quasi non vibrato” 

seem to imply a gentle, slow, and almost inaudible use of jaw vibrato, while “drunken vibrato” 

could be viewed as a request to use a wide and dramatic slide vibrato. Interestingly, in the 

recorded version by Jörgen van Rijen, he neglects the glissando written during the final “vibrato” 

instruction; however, the simplest approach would likely be to use a comfortable jaw vibrato 

while moving the slide in the direction of the glissando. 

 The variety and abundance of glissandi in I Was Like Wow make up the bulk of extended 

techniques used, and Ter Veldhuis often integrates multiple types of glissandi into the same 

passages. For example, measure the section beginning in measure 152 features not only glissandi 

but also “falls”—short glissandi with no definite end point—in rapid succession. 
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Figure 1.16 Variety of different lengths of glissandi in measure 152 of I Was Like Wow 

 

 

At the printed tempo of 48 bpm, the effect of the falls in this passage is heightened, allowing 

them to be heard clearly as rapid descending glissandi. Some of Ter Veldhuis’ glissandi also 

require the use of alternate positions, such as in measure 125.  

 

Figure 1.17 In measure 125, alternate positions are required to execute correct glissandi  

 

 

Here it is necessary to use fourth position G4 to glissando to A4 in measure 125, followed by an 

E4 played either in fifth or seventh position, then a repeat of the same G4 to A4 glissando in 

measure 126. While G4 in fourth position is not uncommon in these circumstances, the primary 

difficulty of this passage actually stems from the E4 in fifth or seventh position. For most 

trombonists, pitch and a clear articulation will require some effort to attain for this note. The 

performer must also decide which of these two positions best serves their abilities. While a 

seventh position start provides a smooth opportunity to articulate the G4 on the downbeat of 

measure 126 as part of the eighth partial series, it may be more difficult for the performer to tune 

and articulate notes in the upper tessitura in seventh position. On the contrary, beginning on a 

fifth position E4 interrupts the smooth motion of the two glissandi and would require a resetting 

of the slide in fourth position for the G4. 
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 Ter Veldhuis also combines flutter tongue with glissandi in alternate positions towards 

the beginning of the piece. As seen in Figure 1.18, in measure 15, the composer provides the 

commentary “flutter and quasi gliss,” with an actual glissandi utilizing alternate positions in 

measure 16 before ending the effect on the downbeat of measure 17. 

 

Figure 1.18 Measure 15 contains a combination of glissandi with flutter tonguing 

 

 

Here the flutter tongue combined with the quasi glissandi and regular glissandi becomes even 

more difficult with the addition of a crescendo. 

 The piece also utilizes harmonic glissandi, often referred to as rips. The first of these 

harmonic glissandi occurs in measure 134, followed by the only other two instances in measures 

136 and 137. 

 

Figure 1.19 Though notated without special designation, rips are implied due to the tempo 
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Though it is physically possible to articulate 64th notes at 48 bpm as the notation suggests, it is 

impossible to convey the overarching slur when articulating so rapidly. Because of this, a 

harmonic glissando is the most effective approach, beginning in fourth position and moving 

quickly to second position while using a fast air stream to ascend up the harmonic series to the 

B4.  

 More traditional technical challenges include the need for an effective single tongue as 

well as a comfortable range from E2 to D5. As seen in figure 2.20, the performer must be able to 

cleanly articulate a 64th note D5 and descend with a staccato articulation down to E3. Figure 2.20 

also includes another difficult performance aspect of the piece: accuracy over large intervals. In 

the same passage as the complex rips and the D5s, the performer is expected to make a clean 

transition from a B4 down to an accented G3. This idea is made only slightly easier after the 

second rip in measure 136 where the B4 descends to an A3, and the third iteration of the rip 

features a B4 going to an A4, only to leap a seventh down to a B3. 

 The final technical challenge of the piece is similar to that found in the de Meij, as the 

last few measures require sustained notes in the upper tessitura. In I Was Like Wow, beginning in 

measure 161, the performer plays a slow, sustained chromatically ascending line from B4 to D5 

while gradually getting softer. This is shown in Figure 1.20. This is a challenge for many wind 

instrumentalists as there is often only limited comfort with the air stream in the upper register, 

and alterations to the air stream can require significant practice in order to achieve proficiency.  
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Figure 1.20 The final measures of the piece are in the extreme upper register of the instrument 

 

 

Pedagogical Value: While the technical challenges of the piece do provide tremendous 

pedagogical material on their own, there are two broader pedagogical applications of the piece 

that are not as frequently found in current trombone literature. The first, and most obvious, 

pedagogical application is the context of performing with a difficult electronic accompaniment. 

A performer must be careful to make sure that they have the appropriate audio or audiovisual 

equipment necessary to perform such a piece, and must also make considerations about 

performance venue, volume of both the performer and the tape, clarity of the monologue and 

other digital sounds, and must also ensure there is adequate time for a rehearsal with all of the 

appropriate equipment. 

 With I Was Like Wow there is an additional emotional component rarely seen in the 

trombone literature. Jacob TV’s work contains a solemn underlying narrative using audio from 

soldiers injured and psychologically affected by war. When coupled with the video designed for 

the performance, as is the case with the accompanying recital, the potent imagery of the Iraq War 

and the faces of the soldiers being interviewed can cause a potent emotional reaction from the 

performer and audience members. Because this is a recent composition reflecting a recent 

conflict, it is certainly possible for performers and pedagogues alike to have relatives who have 

been involved in the conflict or even to have been involved to some degree themselves.  
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 I Was Like Wow is unique within the trombone solo repertoire. Although composers have 

used the trombone for serious art music for years, the addition of the narrative creates a different, 

more direct approach to conveying the complex emotions of a difficult topical subject matter. 

While Ter Veldhuis’ piece is not engrained with a particular political agenda, it challenges the 

listener and the performer to confront their own feelings about a complicated geo-political 

matter.  

 There are additional pedagogical advantages to studying this piece that are more 

traditional in their scope. For example, the multiphonics, flutter tonguing, glissandi, and rips 

either require a performer to have familiarity with these techniques, or the piece otherwise 

provides an opportunity to experiment with them. Despite the slow 48 bpm, the piece also 

requires an agile single tongue able to move quickly up and down the partial series, as seen in 

Figure 1.21. 

 

Figure 1.21 Rapid arpeggiations found in the “wild & crazy” section of I Was Like Wow 
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While the passage calls for a “wild and crazy” quality, the performer must actually maintain a 

flexible embouchure, and as the pedagogue Dennis Wick describes it, “the coordination of 

embouchure and tongue needs to be carefully organized.”15  

 

																																																								
15. Dennis Wick, Trombone Technique (London: Oxford University Press, 1975), 43. 
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SUMMARY 

 Composers such as Koetsier, de Meij, and Ter Veldhuis, as well as many others have 

added pedagogically relevant works to the solo repertoire of the instrument, and have helped to 

further validate the legitimacy of the instrument. Though the pieces are largely distinct from each 

other stylistically, there are some underlying compositional trends that are indicative of the 

evolution of trombone writing. All three pieces require a capable single tongue, as well as 

significant flexibility and virtuosity and at least a small amount of mute work. Additionally, the 

evolution of trombone solo glissandi can be measured between Koetsier’s Concertino and Ter 

Veldhuis’ I Was Like Wow, with jazz-inspired glissandi occurring in the former and a more 

dramatic type of glissandi used for emotional effect in the latter. Interestingly, the only piece 

written by a trombonist, T-bone Concerto, contains no glissandi at all. 

 Other than nationality, one of the reasons for selecting pieces by these three composers 

was their diverse compositional backgrounds. Koetsier is known as an established composer of 

many classical genres, but his output of brass compositions in conjunction with the work of the 

Jan Koetsier Foundation within the Hochschule für Musik und Theater in Munich marks him as a 

composer dedicated to the growth of the repertoire for brass instruments. Johan de Meij’s 

established career as a composer of music for wind band, his background as a trombone and 

euphonium player, and his concertos for low brass instruments with wind band accompaniment 

help to increase and diversify the solo repertoire, and recordings and performances of his works 

by internationally acclaimed performers such as Jörgen van Rijen help expand the audience for 

trombone solo music to the wind band idiom. Finally, the topically inspired works of Jacob TV 
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help to establish an philosophically serious context for performance on the instrument, as well as 

furthering the repertoire of electronic music written for the trombone. Ultimately, the works of 

these composers have helped elevate the level of trombone composition as a genre, and are 

indicative of a positive growing trend of Dutch compositions for the instrument.
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APPENDIX I 
 

RECITAL PROGRAM 
 

DMA TROMBONE RECITAL

Sunday, February 19, 2017

Recital Hall

3:30 p.m 

.

ARIE VANDEWAA, TROMBONE
DR. ROBERT HOLM, PIANO

PROGRAM

Concertino für Posaune und Streichorchester Op. 91   Jan Koetsier

 I. Allegro Moderato    (1911 - 2006)

 II. Elegia (In Memoriam Duke Ellington)

 III. Rondo

“I was like WOW”     Jacob TV

         (b. 1951)

INTERMISSION

T-Bone Concerto      Johan de Meij

 I. Rare    (b. 1953)

 II. Medium

 III. Well done

Ninety-Eighth Program of the 2016-2017 Season

$

For tickets or information please visit uamusic.tix.com or call (205) 348-7111.

Website Address: www.music.ua.edu/

If you’d like to donate to the School of Music please visit  

www.ua.edu/advancement/giving/donate or call 205-348-6010

For TSO tickets call 205-752-5155 For ACS tickets call 205-758-0927

Student Recital: 
Teresa Jarinko, flute
 Sunday, February 19 

 Recital Hall, 5:30 p.m.

Student Recital: 
Haley Funkhouser, horn
 Wednesday, February 22 

 Recital Hall, 7:30 p.m.

University Singers
 Friday, February 24 

 Concert Hall, 7:30 p.m.

Student Recital: 
Nick Gilmore, trombone
 Sunday, February 26 

 Recital Hall, 1:30 p.m.

Student Recital: 
Andrew Livingston, baritone
 Sunday, February 26 

 Recital Hall, 3:30 p.m.

Student Recital: 
Marilyn Liu, cello
 Sunday, February 26 

 Recital Hall, 5:30 p.m.

Student Recital: 
Jeremy West, flute
 Tuesday, February 28 

 Recital Hall, 7:30 p.m.

Guest Recital: 
Bill Peterson, jazz piano
 Tuesday, February 28 

 Concert Hall, 7:30 p.m.

Student Recital:
Michael Sabatka, viola
 Wednesday, March 1 

 Recital Hall, 7:30 p.m.

UA Opera
The Merry Wives of Windsor
 Wednesday, March 1

 Bryant-Jordan Hall, 7:30 p.m.

Guest Recital: 
Alexander Korsantia, piano
 Thursday, March 2 

 Concert Hall, 7:30 p.m.

UA Opera
The Merry Wives of Windsor
 Friday, March 3

 Bryant-Jordan Hall, 7:30 p.m.

Student Recital:
Blake Malone, trombone
 Friday, March 3 

 Recital Hall, 7:30 p.m.

Student Recital:
Courtney Owens 
& Hannah Hathorne, bassoon
 Saturday, March 4 

 Recital Hall, 5:30 p.m.

Student Recital:
Kristen Miller, guitar
 Saturday, March 4 

 Recital Hall, 5:30 p.m.

 

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

$

$

$

$
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BIOGRAPHIES 

 

JAN KOETSIER 

Jan Koetsier was born on August 14, 1911 in Amsterdam. He began his formal education 

at Berlin’s Hochschule für Musik at the age of 16, where he studied piano and conducting until 

1934. After his studies, Koetsier worked as a freelance conductor for various theatre ensembles 

before becoming the conductor for the newly-formed Kammeropera in The Hague in 1941. In 

1942, he was appointed co-conductor of the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra in Amsterdam 

under chief conductor Willem Mengelberg. Koetsier would remain at this position until 1948, 

when he would become the second conductor of the Residentie-Orkest in The Hague and a 

teacher at the Conservatory there. In 1950, Koetsier took a position as the conductor of the 

Bavarian Radio Symphony Orchestra, a position that he would hold until 1966. Afterwards, he 

became professor of conducting at the Hochschule für Musik in Munich until his retirement.16 

  As a composer, Koetsier became well known for his contributions to brass literature. His 

works for brass include ten pieces featuring brass instruments with orchestral accompaniment, 52 

pieces for brass ensembles, and 18 chamber pieces that feature brass instruments with varying 

forms of accompaniment. In addition to his compositions, Koetsier also established a foundation 

																																																								
16. Stephanie Mauder, “Biography, Jan Koetsier.” Jan Koetsier Foundation (University 

of Munich), Accessed September 2, 2016, http://www.jan-koetsier.de/bio_lang.php.  
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in 1993 within the Hochschule für Musik und Theater in Munich. The purpose of this foundation 

was to financially support students of trumpet, horn, trombone and tuba, to raise the international 

profile of brass chamber music, and to administer the International Jan Koetsier Competition, a 

competition for brass quintets that requires the performance of a piece by Koetsier in addition to 

standard and new repertoire.17 

 

JOHAN DE MEIJ 

Dutch composer and conductor Johan de Meij was born in Voorburg in 1953. He 

received his musical training at the Royal Conservatory of Music in The Hague, where he 

studied trombone and conducting. De Meij is known for his works for wind band, as well as his 

film music transcriptions. His first symphony, The Lord of the Rings, was awarded the Sudler 

Composition Prize in 1989—an award for an international wind band composition competition 

sponsored by the John Phillip Sousa Foundation—and has been recorded by major ensembles 

including the London Symphony Orchestra. Before exclusively becoming a composer and 

conductor, de Meij enjoyed a successful professional career as a trombone and euphonium 

player, performing with major orchestras and ensembles in the Netherlands. De Meij currently 

maintains principal guest conductor positions with both the New York Wind Symphony and the 

Kyushu Wind Orchestra, and is the founder and CEO of Amstel Music, his own publishing 

company.18 

De Meij’s most celebrated compositions are his works for wind band, which have won 

multiple international composition awards since 1989. In addition to his T-bone Concerto,        

																																																								
17.Siegrfried Mauser, “Jan Koetsier Stiftung an der Hochschule für Musik und Theater 

München,” Accessed September 4, 2016, http://www.jan-koetsier.de/index_eng.php.  
18. Johan De Meij, “Biography,” The Music of Johan de Meij, Accessed September 4, 

2016, http://www.johandemeij.com/index.php.  
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de Meij has also composed several other works for low brass soloists with wind band including: 

Canticles, a solo for bass trombone and wind band premiered by Dutch bass trombonist Ben van 

Dijk in May of 2007; and UFO Concerto for euphonium and wind band, which was written in 

2012 and was premiered by Jason Ham, solo euphonium player for the West Point Band who 

also led the consortium to commission the piece. Additionally, de Meij composed one of his 

most recent works, Two-Bone Concerto, for two tenor trombones and wind band, with the 

premiere performance given in 2016 at the International Trombone Festival at the Julliard School 

by Joseph Alessi and Jörgen van Rijen.19 

 

JACOB TER VELDHUIS 

Jacob Ter Veldhuis was born in 1951 in Westerlee. Ter Veldhuis started as a rock 

musician before studying composition and electronic music at the Groningen Conservatory. In 

1980, Ter Velduis won the Composition Prize of the Netherlands. While I Was Like Wow 

remains Jacob TV’s only published trombone solo, he has also adapted several of his other 

chamber works to trombone-friendly instrumentation. For example, his piece for trumpet and 

tape, Close Fight, had an ad libitum trombone part added to it shortly after its composition. His 

pieces Jesus is Coming and Syracuse Blues were both originally composed for other chamber 

ensembles before being arranged for saxophone ensembles and then for trombone quartet and 

quintet, respectively. His work Pitch Black was originally written for the Aurelia Saxophone 

Quartet before being adapted to a brass quartet of two trumpets, French horn, and trombone with 

																																																								
19. De Meij, “The Music of Johan de Meij.” 
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soundtrack. However, Ter Veldhuis also wrote his piece Victory Over the Sun for mixed brass 

ensemble and percussion.20 

 

JÖRGEN VAN RIJEN 

Dutch composers who have written pieces dedicated to Jörgen van Rijen include Johan 

de Meij and Jacob Ter Veldhuis, as well as Theo Verbey, Martijn Padding, and Jan van 

Vlijmen.21 His popularity among Dutch composers highlights his strong influence on modern 

trombone compositions. Van Rijen studied trombone performance with George Wiegel at the 

Rotterdam Conservatory. He went on to study with Michel Becquet in Lyon, where he also 

studied Baroque trombone with Daniel Lassalle. He has been the principal trombonist of the 

Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra since 1997. In addition to this position, van Rijen has also 

established a reputation as an international soloist, performing with orchestras in Europe, the 

United States, Canada, and Asia. He was awarded the Netherlands Music Prize in 2004 by the 

Dutch Ministry of Culture, the highest distinction in the field of music and won the Borletti-

Buitoni Trust Award, an award designed to encourage the professional development and provide 

financial assistance to outstanding young international musicians. Van Rijen used some of the 

funds from the BBT award to help record and produce several albums of Baroque, newly 

composed, and standard solo pieces, as well as albums with his chamber group “The New 

Trombone Collective.” Van Rijen teaches at the Amsterdam Conservatory and was appointed 

Visiting International Professor at the Royal Academy of Music in London as well as at the Paris 

Conservatory.  

																																																								
20. Jacob Ter Veldhuis, “Biography.” Jacob TV, Accessed August 28, 2016, 

http://www.jacobtv.net/composer.html. 
21. Jörgen Van Rijen, “Biography.” Jörgen Van Rijen Accessed August 28, 2016, 

http://www.Jörgenvanrijen.com/Jörgen-van-Rijen/en-GB/bio.aspx.	


